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Sangeetha Banavathi Srinivasa

(ABSTRACT)

Storage systems used for supercomputers and high performance computing (HPC) centers exhibit load imbalance and resource contention. This is mainly due to two factors: the bursty nature of the I/O of scientific applications; and the complex and distributed I/O path without centralized arbitration and control. For example, the extant Lustre parallel storage system, which forms the backend storage for many HPC centers, comprises numerous components, all connected in custom network topologies, and serve varying demands of large number of users and applications. Consequently, some storage servers can be more loaded than others, creating bottlenecks, and reducing overall application I/O performance. Existing solutions focus on per application load balancing, and thus are not effective due to the lack of a global view of the system.

In this thesis, we adopt a data-driven quantitative approach to load balance the I/O servers at extreme scale. To this end, we design a global mapper on Lustre Metadata Server (MDS), which gathers runtime statistics collected from key storage components on the I/O path, and applies Markov chain modeling and a dynamic maximum flow algorithm to decide where data should be placed in a load-balanced fashion. Evaluation using a realistic system simulator shows that our approach yields better load balancing, which in turn can help yield higher end-to-end performance.

That this work is sponsored in part by the NSF under the grants: CNS-1405697, CNS- 1422788, and CNS-1615411. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in this thesis are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of NSF.
Towards Data-Driven I/O Load Balancing in Extreme-Scale Storage Systems

Sangeetha Banavathi Srinivasa

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

Critical jobs such as meteorological prediction are run at exa-scale supercomputing facilities like Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF). It is necessary for these centers to provide an optimally running infrastructure to support these critical workloads. The amount of data that is being produced and processed is increasing rapidly necessitating the need for these High Performance Computing (HPC) centers to design systems to support the increasing volume of data.

Lustre is a parallel filesystem that is deployed in HPC centers. Lustre being a hierarchical filesystem comprises of a distributed layer of Object Storage Servers (OSSs) that are responsible for I/O on the Object Storage Targets (OSTs). Lustre employs a traditional capacity-based Round-Robin approach for file placement on the OSTs. This results in the usage of only a small fraction of OSTs. Traditional Round-Robin approach also increases the load on the same set of OSSs which results in a decreased performance. Thus, it is imperative to have a better load balanced file placement algorithm that can evenly distribute the load across all OSSs and the OSTs in order to meet the future demands of data storage and processing.

We approach the problem of load imbalance by splicing the whole system into two views: filesystem and applications. We first collect the current usage statistics of the filesystem by means of a distributed monitoring tool. We then predict the applications’ I/O request pattern by employing a Markov Chain Model. Finally, we make use of both these components to design a load balancing algorithm that eventually evens out the load on both the OSSs and OSTs.

We evaluate our algorithm on a custom-built simulator that simulates the behavior of the actual filesystem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

High performance computing (HPC) is routinely employed in various science domains such as Physics, Geology, and Computational Biology, to simulate and understand the behavior of complex physical phenomena. These scientific simulations are resource intensive: they require both computing and I/O capabilities at scale. With the dawn of age of big data, there is a crucial need for especially revisiting the I/O subsystem of the extreme-scale computing systems to better optimize for and manage the increased pressure on the underlying storage systems [37, 38, 12]. This is made more complex by the bursty and unpredictable I/O patterns of applications, as well as the need to incorporate fault tolerance in the system via regular checkpoints.

Several factors affect the I/O performance. First, the number and kinds of applications that an extreme scale storage system should support is increasing rapidly [64], which leads to increased resource contention and creation of hot spots where some data or resources are consumed significantly more than others [9, 10]. Second, the underlying storage systems are often distributed, e.g., Ceph [60], GlusterFS [16], and Lustre [17], and adopt a hierarchical design comprising thousands of distributed components connected via complex networks. Managing and extracting peak performance from such resources is non-trivial and require careful design. With changing application characteristics, static approaches (e.g., [25, 58]) to make these design decisions are not sufficient,
necessitating dynamic solutions [11]. Third, the storage components can develop load imbalance across the I/O servers, which in turn impacts application performance and time to solution. Consequently, achieving load balancing in the storage system is a key requirement for achieving a sustainable solution, especially for the forthcoming exascale era.

Load balancing for extreme-scale storage systems has been the focus of a number of recent works [26, 25]. Extant systems typically attempt to perform load balancing by either having limited support for read shedding to redirect read requests to replicas of the primary copy, e.g., in Ceph [44], or performing data migration. Alternatively, per application load balancing has also been considered to balance the load of an application across the various I/O servers [58]. Shortcomings of such approaches include a lack of a global view of the system, and a focus on a small subset of metrics (e.g., the storage capacity in case of migration). Thus, these approaches cannot guarantee that the aggregate I/O load of multiple applications concurrently executing and accessing a parallel file system (including applications with bursty behavior) is evenly distributed under typical real-world scenarios.

Consider the Lustre file system that forms the backend storage of many of the HPC centers that host the Top 500 supercomputers [27]. The default strategy of Lustre to allocate storage targets to I/O requests follows a round-robin approach. Experiments show that this approach is inclined to either under- or over-utilize the resources. Lustre is a hierarchical parallel file system technology involving components in different layers. State of the art solutions to load balance the storage system utilize the access frequency [58] of components in multiple layers for a particular job while performing I/O. While offering a significant improvement over standard Lustre, using frequency information alone is insufficient to provide a load-balanced system across varying applications [8, 14, 13]. The primary reason is that frequency with which a component in a particular layer is accessed is not truly representative of the load of that component. Another issue is that such solutions focus on per-application load rather than the global load balancing of the storage system.

In this thesis, we address the load imbalance problem by enabling a global view of the statistics of key components in Lustre. We go beyond just network load balancing, e.g., as in NRS [48], to ensure that the Lustre Object Storage Targets (OSTs) that actually store and serve the data along with other I/O system components are load balanced. As not all parameters contribute to
the load of a particular component, we design an efficient monitoring tool that can dynamically capture the system load at run time. We employ a Markov chain model to learn the behavior of the application from the past application requests, as well as to predict future requests. This information is then used by a dynamic maximum flow algorithm to enable a global mapper to evenly distribute application I/O load to the OSTs. To this end, the mapper creates and maintains a dynamic candidate list of OSTs, which is then used to assign OSTs to service I/O request in a way that is expected to keep the load balanced across the targets. The proposed global mapper co-locates with Lustre’s Metadata Server (MDS) that has a global view of all other components. Thus, we do not introduce any additional performance or scalability bottlenecks in the system, rather exploit the existing hierarchy to our advantage.

1.2 Related Work

Load management has been incorporated into a number of modern distributed storage system designs. GlusterFS [16] uses elastic hashing algorithm that completely eliminates location meta-data to reduce the risk of data loss, data corruption, and data unavailability [32] and reduces the load on any one server, however, no load balancing is supported across the storage targets. Ceph [60, 44] uses dynamic load balancing based on CRUSH [61], a pseudo-random placement function. It also adds limited support for read shedding, where clients belonging to a read flash crowd are redirected to replicas of the primary copy of the data instead of the primary copy itself. However, the approach balances the read load and does not guarantee that the primary copies themselves are evenly distributed for optimum utilization of the storage resource. In contrast, our approach considers multiple factors and uses a global view of the system to make load balancing decisions for storage targets.

Several recent storage systems have explored optimization techniques for load balancing. In [25], dynamic data migration is proposed to balance the load under various constraints using constraint satisfaction search. Such approaches add the overhead of migration, while also servicing the need to maintain availability and consistency. The VectorDot [54] algorithm is able to incorporate all these different constraints, as it is a multidimensional knapsack problem. It is also suitable for hi-
erarchical storage systems, as it can model hierarchical constraints. However, unlike our approach, the algorithm cannot effectively use crucial history information for load balancing.

Machine learning and data mining techniques have also been used for load balancing (and for the more general problem of resource allocation). Martinez et. al. [42] introduce basic learning techniques for improving scheduling in hardware systems. These techniques are focused on individual hardware components and cannot be easily adapted to distributed file systems. A rule based approach to balance load in distributed file servers using graph mining methods is proposed in [31]. The strategy first identifies the access patterns of files in the system. This information is used to relocate the file sets among different file servers. Schaerf et. al. [51] explore the problem space of adaptive load balancing using reinforcement learning techniques. These works are complementary to our approach and provide a large design space, but require significant effort in feature selection and experimentation to enable such techniques in our target problem and workloads. We leverage such works in our approach to realize better I/O behavior capturing and improved predictions.

k-server problem, an online algorithm must control the movement of a set of k servers, represented as points in a metric space, and handle requests that are also in the form of points in the space [3]. As each request arrives, the algorithm must determine which server to move to the requested point. The goal of the algorithm is to keep the total distance all servers move small, relative to the total distance the servers could have moved by an optimal adversary who knows in advance the entire sequence of requests [24] [28]. A variation of this approach has been made use of in formulating the Dynamic Distributed Load Balancing (DDLB).

Finally, Google has recently started exploring using machine learning to optimize various system metrics. For example, deep learning is used in order to efficiently predict the Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) of nodes in a cluster [30, 43], where 19 features are selected to train a neural network. The basic idea is to run the algorithm on training data by using random model parameters and use a forward propagation algorithm to find the cost function as the square error between predicted and actual values. Then back propagation is performed, wherein the error value learnt in the cost function is propagated back to each layer and the model is updated. While these techniques show the promise of machine learning for optimizing system parameters, they do not directly apply to load balancing in storage systems.
1.3 Contribution

Following are the main contributions of our work:

1. We provide a distributed data monitoring tool that can be integrated with any Lustre deployment. This tool is capable of collecting the usage statistics from each of the layers.

2. We provide a mechanism to predict the application I/O pattern which could prove useful in different scenarios such as in the design of extant file systems in HPC centers.

3. The load balancing model proposed will help in optimizing the load across the file system and will in turn benefit the many supercomputing facilities that deploy Lustre.

4. We have proposed an ingenious methodology wherein we have applied ideas learned in machine learning to solve a problem in parallel file systems.

5. We also evaluate the effectiveness and scalability of our approach. Experiments show that our approach helps in achieving a better load-balanced storage servers, which in turn can yield higher end-to-end system performance.

1.4 Document Overview

The document is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 lays down the background necessary to understand the implementation. This chapter starts off by giving an overview of the Lustre file system architecture. We then move on to studying the details of Titan architecture. From there, the chapter proceeds to explaining the basics of Markov Chain Model. This Model has been made use of at a later stage in our implementation. Finally, an overview of I/O Performance statistics is presented. This again will be referenced during the design of the Distributed Data Monitoring tool.

Chapter 3 discusses the Distributed Data Monitoring Tool in detail. The chapter starts off with a brief overview and progresses into explaining the design of the tool. The chapter then discusses
about the various features of the tool discussing simultaneously about the various design decisions that were made based on the constraints of the system.

Chapter 4 explains the approach taken to predict the applications’ I/O behavior. As discussed earlier, we are presented with variability from the application front. This chapter explains the design and implementation approach of the library developed and integrated in MDS, in order to predict the applications’ behavior.

Chapter 5 focuses on the load balancing model. As a final step, we design the load balancing algorithm. The chapter briefly explains about the different metrics and constraints that are accounted for in designing the algorithm. The chapter then explains about a single iteration in the algorithm. This groundwork is then used to construct the Max-flow graph.

Chapter 6 is the Evaluation of our algorithm. We evaluate our work on a custom-built simulator. We compare our results with a heuristic model and the Round-Robin model. Results of the scalability study is presented towards the end of the chapter.

Chapter 7 summarizes the work and presents some future work.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Lustre File System

2.1.1 Lustre Architecture

Figure 2.1: Lustre File system. [36]
Lustre architecture shown in Figure 2.1 is a storage architecture for clusters. The central component of Lustre architecture is the Lustre file system, which is supported on the Linux operating system and provides a POSIX standard-compliant UNIX file system interface [33].

Lustre storage architecture is used for many different kinds of clusters. It is best known for powering many of the largest high-performance computing (HPC) clusters worldwide, with tens of thousands of client systems, petabytes (PB) of storage and hundreds of gigabytes per second (GB/sec) of I/O throughput.

A Lustre file system consists of a number of machines connected together and configured to service file system requests. The primary purpose of a file system is to allow a user to read, write, lock persistent data. Lustre file system provides this functionality and is designed to scale performance and size as controlled, routine fashion.

In a production environment, a Lustre file system typically consists of a number of physical machines. Each machine performs a well defined role and together these roles go to make up the file system.

A typical Lustre installation consists of:

- One or more clients.
- A Meta-data service.
- One or more Object Storage services.

1. **Client**

   A client in the Lustre file system is a machine that requires data. This could be a computation, visualization, or desktop node. Once mounted, a client experiences the Lustre file system as if the file system were a local or NFS mount.
2. **Meta-data services**

In the Lustre file system meta-data requests are serviced by two components: the Meta-data Server (MDS, a server node) and Meta-data Target (MDT, the HDD/SSD that stores the meta-data).

All a client needs to mount a Lustre file system is the location of the MDS. Currently, each Lustre file system has only one active MDS. The MDS persists the file system meta-data in the MDT.

- **Meta-data Servers (MDS)** The MDS makes meta-data stored in one or more MDTs available to Lustre clients. Each MDS manages the names and directories in the Lustre file system(s) and provides network request handling for one or more local MDTs.

- **Meta-data Targets (MDT)** For Lustre software release 2.3 and earlier, each file system has one MDT. The MDT stores meta-data (such as filenames, directories, permissions and file layout) on storage attached to an MDS. Each file system has one MDT. An MDT on a shared storage target can be available to multiple MDSs, although only one can access it at a time. If an active MDS fails, a standby MDS can serve the MDT and make it available to clients. This is referred to as MDS fail-over.

Since Lustre software release 2.4, multiple MDTs are supported in the Distributed Name-space Environment (DNE). In addition to the primary MDT that holds the file system root, it is possible to add additional MDS nodes, each with their own MDTs, to hold sub-directory trees of the file system.

DNE also allows the file system to distribute files of a single directory over multiple MDT nodes. A directory which is distributed across multiple MDTs is known as a striped directory.

3. **Object Storage services**

Data in the Lustre file system is stored and retrieved by two components: the Object Storage Server (OSS, a server node) and the Object Storage Target (OST, the HDD/SSD that stores the data). Together, the OSS and OST provide the data to the Client.

A Lustre file system can have one or more OSS nodes. An OSS typically has between two
and eight OSTs attached. To increase the storage capacity of the Lustre file system, additional OSTs can be attached. To increase the bandwidth of the Lustre file system, additional OSS can be attached.

- **Object Storage Servers (OSS)** The OSS provides file I/O service and network request handling for one or more local OSTs.

- **Object Storage Target (OST)** User file data is stored in one or more objects, each object on a separate OST in a Lustre file system. The number of objects per file is configurable by the user and can be tuned to optimize performance for a given workload.

4. **Networking** Lustre uses LNET to configure and communicate over the network between clients and servers. LNET is designed to provide maximum performance over a variety of different network types, including InfiniBand, Ethernet, and networks inside HPC clusters such as Cray XP/XE systems [1].
2.1.2 I/O Flow in Lustre File System

The below steps are illustrated in Figure 2.2

- When the client opens a file, it sends a request to the MDS server.
- The MDS server responds to the client with information about how the file is striped (which
  OSTs are used, stripe size of file, etc.).
- Based on the file offset, client can calculate which OST holds the data.
- Client directly contacts appropriate OST to read/ write data.
2.1.3 File Striping in Lustre File System

One of the main factors leading to the high performance of Lustre file systems is the ability to stripe data across multiple OSTs in a Round-Robin fashion. Users can optionally configure for each file the number of stripes, stripe size, and OSTs that are used.

Striping can be used to improve performance when the aggregate bandwidth to a single file exceeds the bandwidth of a single OST. The ability to stripe is also useful when a single OST does not have enough free space to hold an entire file.

In the Lustre file system, a RAID 0 [21] pattern is used in which data is "striped" across a certain number of objects as shown in Figure 2.3. The number of objects in a single file is called the stripe_count.

Each object contains a chunk of data from the file. When the chunk of data being written to a particular object exceeds the stripe_size, the next chunk of data in the file is stored on the next object.

Default values for stripe_count and stripe_size are set for the file system. The default value for stripe_count is 1 stripe for file and the default value for stripe_size is 1MB. The user may change these values on a per directory or per file basis.
Although a single file can only be striped over 2000 objects, Lustre file systems can have thousands of OSTs. The I/O bandwidth to access a single file is the aggregated I/O bandwidth to the objects in a file, which can be as much as a bandwidth of up to 2000 servers. On systems with more than 2000 OSTs, clients can do I/O using multiple files to utilize the full file system bandwidth.

### 2.2 Titan Architecture

[Titan Compute Cluster diagram]

Titan is a Cray XK7 system with 18,688 compute nodes, 710 TB of total system memory [58]. This high capability compute machine is backed by a center-wide parallel file system known as Spider II[23]. Spider II is one of the worlds fastest and largest POSIX complaint parallel file systems. It is...
designed to serve write-heavy I/O workloads generated by Titan compute clients and other OLCF resources. The topology and architecture details of Spider II infrastructure are illustrated in Figure 2.4 and described as follows:

On the back-end storage side, Spider II has 20,160 disks organized in RAID 6 arrays. Each of these RAID arrays act as a Lustre Object Storage Target (OST). An OST is the target device where the Lustre parallel file system does file I/O (read or write) at the object layer. These OSTs are connected to Lustre Object Storage Servers (OSSes) over direct InfiniBand FDR links; these OSSes currently run Lustre parallel file system version 2.4.2. There are a total of 288 OSSes and each OSS has 7 OSTs (a total of 2,016 OSTs). Spider II is configured and deployed as two independent and non-overlapping file systems to increase reliability, availability, and overall meta data performance. Each file system, therefore, has 144 Lustre OSSes and 1,008 Lustre OSTs.

Each OSS is connected to a 36-port IB FDR Top Of the Rack (TOR) switch. Each TOR switch is connected with a total of 8 OSSes. Each switch also connects to two 108-port aggregation switches. The aggregation switches provide connectivity for the Lustre meta data and management servers.

On the front-end at the compute side, there are two different types of nodes in Titan: compute and Lustre I/O router nodes. Both types of nodes are part of the Gemini network[20] in 3D torus topology[7]. Each node has a unique network ID (NID) for addressing purposes. A total of 440 nodes on Titan are configured as Lustre I/O routers, 432 of which are used for routing Lustre file I/O traffic between Titan and Spider and 8 are used for routing Lustre meta data I/O. Titan I/O routers are connected to SION TOR switches via InfiniBand FDR links. Note that the SION TOR switches enable these I/O routers to reach to the back-end storage system (OSSes and OSTs).

### 2.3 Markov Chain Model

Markov chains, named after Andrey Markov, are mathematical systems that hop from one ”state” (a situation or set of values) to another [47]. For example, if we made a Markov chain model of a baby’s behavior, we might include ‘playing’, ‘eating’, ‘sleeping’, and ‘crying’ as states, which together with other behaviors could form a ‘state space’: a list of all possible states. In addition,
on top of the state space, a Markov chain tells the probability of hopping, or ‘transitioning’, from one state to any other state—e.g., the chance that a baby currently playing will fall asleep in the next five minutes without crying first [5].

![Markov Chain Diagram](image)

Figure 2.5: Illustration of Markov Chain Model.

With two states (A and B) in our state space, there are 4 possible transitions (not 2, because a state can transition back into itself) depicted in Figure 2.5. If we’re at 'A' we could transition to 'B' or stay at 'A'. If we’re at 'B' we could transition to 'A' or stay at 'B'. In this two state diagram, the probability of transitioning from any state to any other state is 0.5.

Markov chain is a simple concept which can explain most complicated real time processes. Speech recognition, Text identifiers, Path recognition and many other Artificial intelligence tools use this simple principle called Markov chain in some form [2].

Markov chain is based on a principle of memorylessness [2]. In other words, the next state of the process only depends on the previous state and not the sequence of states. This simple assumption makes the calculation of conditional probability easy and enables this algorithm to be applied in a number of scenarios.
### Component | Factors | Discussion |
---|---|---|
**Metadata Server (MDS)** | CPU%  
Memory%  
/proc/sys/lnet/stats | CPU and memory utilization reflect the system load.  
Load on the Lustre networking layer connected to MDS. |
**Metadata Target (MDT)** | mdt.*.md.stats  
mdt.*.job.stats | Overall metadata stats per MDT.  
Metadata stats per MDT per job. |
**Object Storage Server (OSS)** | CPU%  
Memory%  
/proc/sys/lnet/stats | Reflects the system load of the management server.  
Load on the Lustre networking layer connected to OSS. |
**Object Storage Target (OST)** | obdfilter.*.stats  
obdfilter.*.job_stats  
obdfilter.*OST*.kbytesfree  
obdfilter.*OST*.brw.stats | Overall statistics per OST.  
Statistics per job per OST.  
Available disk space per OST.  
I/O read/write time and sizes per OST. |

Table 2.1: I/O performance statistics for relevant system components.

### 2.4 I/O Performance Statistics

As Lustre is a hierarchical system, we identify the factors that affect the I/O performance in every layer of the system as shown in Table 2.1. Whenever a file creation request arrives at the MDS, the MDS provides to the Lustre client a list of OSTs on which the file is to be created. Data in Lustre is stored and retrieved by two components: OSS and OST. Therefore, the servers (MDS and OSS) play a role in all the I/O operations. I/O performance thus depends on the load on the servers. Factors that play a direct role in the system load on MDS and OSS are: CPU utilization, memory usage, and network usage (network usage is further discussed below). The values of these factors can be extracted using the Unix `sar` system monitoring tool [39].
I/O performance also depends on the rate of I/O operations that are performed on OSTs. This factor depends on the proportion of read and write load per OST. The higher the percentage of write operations, the lower is the I/O operations per second. The values of these factors can be extracted using the `obdfilter.*.stats` (provided by Lustre to report data per OST). Another important factor that affects the load on OSTs is the available disk space on a particular OST (`obdfilter.*OST*.kbytesfree`). In order to know the I/O operations performed by a particular job on a given OST, we need to examine the `obdfilter.*.job_stats`. I/O load on an OST is also affected by the time taken to perform I/O operations as well as the sizes of the I/O requests. These factors can be retrieved from `obdfilter.*OST*.brw_stats`.

The path of each met-adata I/O operation also includes accessing the MDT. Thus MDT load can also affect the meta-data I/O performance. The total I/O load on this component can be retrieved from `mdt.*.md_stats`, which gives the overall statistics of meta-data stored for all the jobs. To retrieve per-job meta-data statistics, we can utilize `mdt.*.job_stats`.

The performance for serving meta-data and the I/O rate of serving the actual data to the clients is dependent on the network performance. An overly congested network affects the I/O performance adversely. Thus, the read/write network bandwidth of the servers (MDS and OSS) plays an important role in load balancing the system. The values for read/write network bandwidth can be extracted using the `lst stat interface (/proc/sys/lnet/stats)`, which runs over LNET and Lustre network drivers.

Lustre I/O performance is also affected by OST performance variability. Xie et. al. [62] show that slow OSTs (i.e., stragglers) can result in severely limited bandwidth for parallel coupled writes. Stragglers also limit striping bandwidth, thus reducing the benefits of parallelism. A comprehensive load balancing scheme for Lustre should, therefore, account for the effect of stragglers and assign load to the slow-performing OSTs accordingly.

Our approach extracts the above mentioned system statistics, and leverages this information to better load balance the storage system.
Chapter 3

Distributed Data Monitoring Tool

3.1 Overview

Distributed Data Monitoring Tool (DDMT) is designed to run across Lustre file system as shown in Figure 3.1. The tool is responsible for collecting usage statistics from each of the layers and these statistics are finally collated at MDS.

Figure 3.1: Design of DDMT. G is the subscriber. D and D’ are publishers.
3.2 Design

The tool can be broadly viewed as a set of publishers and subscriber processes running on different Lustre components. Publishers probe the file system and make use of various Lustre tools like obdfilter to collect the current usage as well as performance statistics.

Publishers on each of the layer collect specific metrics, collate them and send them up to the next layer.

OST related statistics are collected first and are then sent up the hierarchy to OSS. At OSS, load of OSS is retrieved at each instant and this measure along with other OSS related statistics is collected. MDT and MDS publishers work in a similar way. Finally, OSS and MDS publishers send out the combined collected statistics to the subscriber that is running on the MDS instance.

This way all the important metrics are brought up till the MDS for further processing.

3.3 Approach

In order to implement the tool several design decisions had to be made. The final tool is the most optimal implementation among the various design strategies considered.

3.3.1 Design trade-off between Socket Programming based approach and Message Broker approach

The very first implementation that one can intuitively come up with based on the above design description is the socket programming based approach as depicted in Figure 3.2. This is exactly the approach that was taken in the initial implementation of the tool.
Figure 3.2: Publishers sending across collected metrics to the subscribers.

The subscriber on the MDS was configured in such a way that it would wait for the publisher to connect on a specific port and then it would listen on that port till the publisher wrote out the statistics collected at each instant of time onto a buffer.

The publisher that was running on each of the Lustre components collected the metrics and wrote them out to the subscriber.

This approach works well when we need not poll very frequently and when the Lustre file system is running on a small set of nodes. But when the file system is scaled out and it runs on a larger number of nodes like in most production systems, the packets that are being written out tend to be lost and it also adds extra load on the MDS as there will always be a process listening for packets.
to arrive. This can become a bottleneck as MDS will become unresponsive to client requests and can thus slow down the whole system. This problem can further get aggravated when the packets that are being sent out get dropped due to buffer overflow.

In order to overcome these issues, message broker implementation was considered as an alternative as depicted in Figure 3.3. In this approach we made use of RabbitMQ which is a leading message broker being used in many industries and HPC centers these days. The idea behind a message broker is simple. We can basically assume that there is a FIFO buffer queue onto which each of the publishers connect to and write out the message/packet they have at a point in time. These packets can then be read out by the subscriber as and when it is less lightly loaded. This way, the problem of losing packets is eliminated. Also, the MDS is no longer a bottleneck and it can retrieve the packets after it has serviced the client requests. This way our solution can easily scale and the publishers and subscribers can exchange messages comprising of usage and performance statistics in an elegant manner.

3.3.2 Back-end collected database to store the collected statistics

MySQL[45] is a legacy database and it is very easy to use as most systems provide support for this database.

Statistics are being collected from each of the layers and within each layer many different metrics
are being collected. We come up with a database in which there would be specific table dedicated to each of the metric and these tables are indexed by the index of the specific component from which it has been collected. Say, for example if the statistics comes from OST000001 then the index would be just that. The same would be done for statistics collected from other layers as well.

This implementation can be made use of by providing a configuration file to the tool at startup. This support has been retained in the final implementation in order to support traditional systems that make use of MySQL database.

MySQL database suffers from issues related to scalability and it is not tolerant towards changes made to the schema. Databases that are running on such a scale do undergo changes over time and having a rigid schema makes it less adaptive to changes. The access time over very large databases is also very long. Thus, many systems now make use of NoSQL databases like MongoDB[22] as these databases are easy to scale and are more robust in case of failures. They are schema-less and have faster access times. Thus, NoSQL databases like MongoDB is the next best option to consider.

Our implementation thus provides support to MongoDB database. The database comprises of a single collection under which multiple documents that are focused on each of the metrics are written out in JSON format. These documents can be written to and accessed by MDS in later steps as and when needed.

Apart from the support for MongoDB and MySQL, our tool also provides support for Splunk[56]. Most admins in HPC centers make use of Splunk to quickly find error logs, monitor, analyze and visualize related logs as shown in. Our tool basically writes out files in key-value pairs onto a directory that is being monitored by a Splunk forwarding agent. The forwarding agent monitors the directory for any changes. As and when new files are written out or changes are made to any of the files, they will be propagated to the Splunk Manager. Key-value pairs basically comprise of a key which is the time-stamp at which the logs were collected and the value is the metric collected. Multiple files for each of the metrics are written out to a directory that can be specified in the configuration file that can also be provided as an argument at the startup of DDMT.

Our tool is flexible and provides support for different databases. DDMT can be easily used in any
Lustre deployment for statistics collection.

### 3.3.3 Polling time

Polling time is the interval between each probe. This is set to a default of 30 seconds and this can be changed in the configuration file based on the requirement.

Polling time is important as in a dynamic HPC system, at any point in time there will be several different jobs running and each of these jobs run different applications and they can each run for a different duration.

The time interval between each of the probes to the different components thus plays an important role in later steps of our implementation. If the polling time is too less, then MDS will be loaded with too many unimportant statistics. On the other hand, if the polling time is too long, then we may lose critical system information. Thus, choosing an ideal polling time is important.

### 3.3.4 Dedicated plug-ins for each of the metrics

![Figure 3.4: Plug-ins for publisher and subscriber.](image)

DDMT has a specific plug-in that is dedicated towards collection of a particular metric [Figure 3.4]. If a specific metric is unnecessary we can easily turn off that plug-in. On the other hand, if we wish to collect a new metric we can do so by adding a new plug-in. Thus, plug-ins help in easy extensibility of the tool.
The plug-ins play complementary roles in a publisher and a subscriber. Plug-ins connect the publisher and subscriber processes to the back-end collected database. Each plug-in collects the statistics from the publisher. These statistics are then forwarded to the subscriber. The subscriber then writes out these statistics in database specific format.
Chapter 4

Characterization of Application I/O

4.1 Overview

Scientific applications exhibit repeating patterns in their requests. These requests generally occur in bursts and we exploit this repeating pattern in our implementation.

4.2 Design

Scientific computing applications have been shown to exhibit distinct patterns [59] as depicted in Figure 4.1. Given the longevity of legacy applications, and our interactions with HPC practitioners, such predictable behavior is expected to be true in emerging applications as well.

Therefore, application behavior can be modeled to help predict future application requests. We capture the repeating pattern in application requests by making use of machine learning techniques. Applications request for certain number of read bytes or write bytes in every snapshot. There could be some instances when either of the requests are not being made.

We try to focus on write requests made by the application. This is because it is at the time of application write that an OST will have to be picked by the MDS and handed over to the client. Thus, our goal of reaching a load balanced state can be achieved only by considering write bytes.
Read requests on the other hand, can only be serviced from the OST that is currently holding the particular file stripe. Also, since in the later stage, OSS load is being considered, we need not worry about the load on the file system being affected by the read requests.

Another important parameter that needs to be predicted is the number of OSTs that will be requested. This parameter is again very important to predict beforehand. With the knowledge of how many OSTs may be requested in the future an optimal load balancing decision can be made.

### 4.3 Approach

In order to predict the number of write bytes and the number of OSTs that will be requested by the application, several different approaches were considered. Time-series prediction, Hidden Markov Model and Reinforcement Learning were the different approaches that were tried but the results
from Markov-chain model was more suited to our system.

4.3.1 Markov Chain prediction

Scientific computing applications have been shown to exhibit distinct patterns [59]. Given the longevity of legacy applications, and our interactions with HPC practitioners, such predictable behavior is expected to be true in emerging applications as well. Therefore, application behavior can be modeled to help predict future application requests. We leverage this information by identifying three key predictable properties of high performance computing applications’ I/O requests:

- Inter-arrival rate of requests (IRR).
- Number of requested OSTs (stripe count).
- Number of bytes to be written in each request.

We focus on balancing the load during file creation. Thus, we only use the number of bytes written in the request. If the request is a read request, the number of bytes written will be zero. We focus on write bytes more than read bytes for load balancing because once the file writes have been distributed, the caching mechanism and buffers can absorb much of the read requests, thus mostly protecting read performance from the load imbalance at the OSTs. Therefore, file read requests are expected to not have a significant impact on the load of the storage system as is the case for write requests.

Markov Chain Model has previously been employed in predicting the spatial pattern of I/O requests in scientific codes [46]. This work tried to model the access pattern of blocks in storage systems in parallel file systems.

We use a Markov Chain Model [50] to capture the three properties (IRR, stripe count, bytes written) of application requests, factor in the current patterns, and predict future requests. The predicted requests along with the current application requests will then be used to drive our load balancer.

Markov chain is a process in which the outcome of an experiment is affected by the outcome of a previous experiment. If a future state in the model depends on the previous $m$ states, it is termed as...
a Markov chain of order $m$. Therefore, more memory can be built into the model by using a higher order Markov model. But, as the order of Markov chain model becomes higher, the estimates of different parameters become less reliable.

![Figure 4.2: Orig. vs. predicted requests (Order = 1)](image)

![Figure 4.3: Orig. vs. predicted requests (Order = 2).](image)
Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the predictions from Markov chains of varying orders on a collective trace of three different applications running simultaneously on the system. Here again, two of the application traces are from IOR benchmark [41] and HACC IO benchmark [40], while the third application trace is generated from a Gaussian distribution having the mean write bytes and read bytes as 2048 and 1024 bytes, and a variance of 4096 write bytes and 2048 read bytes. The results for orders 1 and 2 show that predicted write bytes are different from the actual bytes requested to be written by the application. We get the best results for order 3. We tested our model for higher orders as well, and the results are shown in Table 4.1. All results are from the average of three runs. The results show that while the increase in accuracy from using a higher order model chain (greater than 3) was minimal, the corresponding execution time became very high. Thus, we do not go beyond fourth order chains in our approach.

States are defined for every component of the application request that is being modeled. For
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of write bytes</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1000</td>
<td>500.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001 - 4000</td>
<td>2500.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4001 - 16000</td>
<td>10000.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16001 - 48000</td>
<td>32000.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48001 - 192000</td>
<td>120000.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192001 - 768000</td>
<td>480000.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768001 - 3072000</td>
<td>1920000.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 3072000</td>
<td>3072001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: States for write bytes.

example, to lower the error in the prediction of number of bytes to be written, the states defined for the bytes written property are mean bytes written. The ranges and their means (as used for the states) are shown in Table 4.2. The process starts in one of the states $S_i$ and moves onto the next state $S_j$ with probability $p_{ij}$. These probabilities are the transition probabilities and are captured by training the model on the requests observed so far. We utilize dynamic learning, wherein the probabilities are continuously updated as more requests are processed.

For example, when predicting the number of bytes written, every request that arrives is stored as a key with value as the requests that follow. Since, our model gives the best results with a Markov chain of order 3, we store three following requests. We then predict the values based on the observed behavior, completing the process. The Markov chains associated with stripe count and IRR are handled similarly.

The training sequence of requests is a list of any length longer than the order of Markov chain, from which the model draws state information for the chain. Our predictor dynamically determines the length of the training sequence. The dynamic approach is needed to accommodate the fact that the request size and pattern will vary for different applications as well as over time. We capture such changes using mean square error computation. To this end, we find the mean square error for different lengths of training sequence (e.g., 2, 4, etc.) to find the length that gives the least mean square error and the model then uses that length for training. We limit the length to 16 to
keep the computational overhead of our approach in check. Our Markov model is also application independent, that is, we do not need to build new models for different applications. The same model can learn different applications behavior and assign them different identifiers. The model can then differentiate the applications based on their assigned identifiers and predict the appropriate set of application-specific requests.

Threshold determination for different workloads can be done in many different ways. The work on distributed Load Balancing in Key-Value Networked Caches determines load by factoring in the maximum load and average load [35]. Load on the server is also determined by considering the global logs [18] and in some other systems load is determined by factoring in the number of CPUs [4].

In our implementation, we determine the threshold by initially setting the threshold to be the current load, we then update the threshold to the mean of the loads seen so far. After a 30 second interval, a daemon process checks if the load on the MDS is within the average load seen so far. If it is, Markov Chain model is run and the old values are purged in the buffer. Till the next time the model is run, we make use of the same set of predicted requests. We adopt this approach because MDS load is dependent on the inter-arrival rate of requests as well as on the rate at which files are accessed or updated. Adopting this approach ensures that we are always within safe-bounds while running the Markov Chain model. This technique also ensures that the Markov Chain will be run after some amount of time even in conditions where the load on MDS varies drastically.
Chapter 5

Load Balancing Model

5.1 Overview

We make use of the current usage statistics and the predicted application requests in order to come up with the load balancing algorithm. The load balancing algorithm tries to even out the load on the OSS and the OST layer.

5.2 Design

We can break down the algorithm as follows. We have as input,

- the current request,
- the next set of predicted requests,
- the current load on OSS,
- and the usage of OST.

We need to select as many OSTs as requested by the client. During the selection of these OSTs we need to ensure that the selected OST has enough space to write the requested number of bytes and
at the same time we need to ensure that the OSTs that are selected do not overload the OSS.

We also need to ensure that all the OSTs get used over time and if an OSS or OST is already busy servicing another request then we should try and find the next best available OSS or OST.

5.3 Approach

5.3.1 Distributed Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithm (DDLB)

We try to make use of the existing framework, DDMT, in order to devise our load balancing algorithm.

At each layer of data collection, we turn on the plug-ins of DDMT in such a way that we collect only the most important metrics that are needed for load balancing. This way we filter out the important metrics and ensure that only these are transmitted across the network [53].

We initially start off at the OST layer. Here the most important metric for us is the amount of space that is available (KB\_avail).

We then move up to the OSS layer. In order to load balance effectively we come up with a cumulative metric for load that takes into account both the memory and CPU usage. We assign both the parameters equal weight and have a single combined metric for load.

\[
\text{Load} = (\alpha \% \text{ of CPU Utilization}) + (\beta \% \text{ of Memory Utilization}).
\]

\(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are the weights associated with CPU and memory utilization, respectively. For our purpose, we give both and a value of 0.5. This could be changed later if the requirement or the behavior of the system changes.

At MDS, we receive two metrics KB\_avail per OST and Load of each OSS.

Markov chain model for prediction is run at MDS as explained earlier. This model will predict the next set of requests. This knowledge is made use of in ensuring that entire system stabilizes towards a load-balanced state given the next set of predicted requests. We can therefore, ignore the accuracy towards the tail of Markov chain prediction as our intention is to have only the initial requests
to be accurate and the remaining predicted requests to only be representative of the application characteristic.

We thus, have all the important metrics at MDS.

- KB_Avail on each OST
- Load on each OSS
- Current request
- Next set of predicted requests

Our algorithm should not just look at each of these metrics independently and optimize on them but it should also look at these metrics holistically and take into account the inter-dependence of each of the metric on one another.

If we make a decision based on the KB_avail on the OST alone then we may end up overloading the OSS.

If we just try to satisfy the current request, the system on the whole may not reach a load balanced state.

We thus, come up with the below approach in order load balance the whole system. The below formulation of the algorithm makes use of greedy approach to determine a mapping between requests and OSTs. Similar approaches have previously been employed in Domain Redirection algorithms for Load sharing in Distributed Systems [19].
Figure 5.1: One iteration of Load Balancing Algorithm
Our intention is to bring the whole system to a load balanced state. The below algorithm is illustrated with an example input in Figure 5.1. The algorithm depicts one iteration in the algorithm.

We need to find a mapping between the requests (both current and predicted) and OSTs such that the whole system is balanced.

Figure 5.2: Step 1: Initial state of the system. Current Request is the number of write bytes being requested at a particular instant. Predicted request is the number of write bytes that could appear next. OSS Load is the current load on the OSS. This load in the example will be updated based on the number of bytes being written through the server. OST KB Avail is the amount of space in bytes available on each OST. In this example, there are two OSSs and each OSS has four OSTs. There are thus, two lists of OSTs.

In order to achieve this, we order the requests in such a way that we start by satisfying the lowest possible request. And we move further from there to find the next best match for the next highest request and so on.

We then move forward to choosing an OSS that is lightly loaded. This way we ensure that the same OSS does not end up satisfying all the client requests and at the same time this best utilizes the parallel architecture of the file system as the load now gets uniformly distributed across all OSSs.
Figure 5.3: Step 2: OSS 2 with the least load is selected. A mapping for the request with least bytes, i.e., 500 bytes is found. An optimal OST under OSS 2 is chosen. The best match is the OST with 700 bytes. This OST has an index 8. Indices of OSTs start from 1. Since this is the fourth OST under second OSS it’s index is 8.

Once we have chosen the lightly loaded OSS, we select the OST with the best available space to satisfy the request under consideration.

Figure 5.4: Step 3: OSS 1 with the least load is selected. A mapping for the request with least bytes, i.e., 700 bytes is found. An optimal OST under OSS 1 is chosen. The best match is the OST with 2000 bytes. This OST has an index 2.
As mentioned before, this helps to account for the worst case request of a very high request coming in future. If a request higher than predicted comes in, then there is room even for that.

If none of the OSTs can satisfy the request under consideration, then we consider the next lightly loaded OSS and try to satisfy the request.

Once the set of OSTs that satisfies the current request is found, then these OSTs are moved to used state.

Figure 5.5: Step 4: OSS 2 with the least load is selected. A mapping for the request with least bytes, i.e., 1000 bytes is found. An optimal OST under OSS 2 is chosen. The best match is the OST with 1000 bytes. This OST has an index 6. Since at the end of this iteration, both current and predicted requests have been assigned a mapping, MDS returns the OST corresponding to the current request, i.e., OST 6 and moves this OST to the used state. This whole process is repeated again for the newer requests as and when they come.

If on the other hand, even after probing through all the OSSs we do not find a OST that can satisfy the request, we try probing through the OSTs that are in the used states and let this request wait on that OST.

In the worst case scenario of no OST satisfying the request, we have an error handling function that will log this message so that the system administrators can take necessary action.

We maintain used list and free list in order to force our algorithm to pick those OSTs that have not
been picked before and also to account for the variability in the bandwidth of different OSTs.

### 5.3.2 Max-flow algorithm and Bipartite matching for load balancing

DDLB can be intuitively mapped on to max-flow algorithm and bipartite matching algorithm.

For this purpose, we use a maximum bipartite matching algorithm [34]. The algorithm creates a matching of the maximum number of edges in a bipartite graph, with edges chosen in such a way that no two edges share an endpoint. We also consider the maximum flow problem [29], which is solved for a graph that represents a flow network in which all edges have a capacity associated with them. The problem aims to find the maximum flow from source to sink. We combine the maximum bipartite matching and maximum flow algorithms to design a Dynamic Maximum Flow Algorithm (DMFA) for the purpose of load balancing.

In the default bipartite matching algorithm, the edges have a capacity of one. In our DMFA, the capacities are modified to stripe count. This enables a request to be mapped onto more than one OST. Figure 5.6 shows the formation of our graph.

![Figure 5.6: Graph used in our dynamic maximum flow algorithm.](image-url)
In the graph, $S_1$ and $S_2$ are the source and sink nodes, respectively. $R_1, R_2, ..., R_n$ are the combination of current and predicted application requests. The weight of the edges between source node and application requests is the size of the request (in bytes). We assign a priority to each request node, with current requests having a higher priority than that of predicted requests. The next set of nodes consists of OSSs. A request is connected to all the OSSs. The capacity of the edge between a request ($R_i$) and all OSSs is shown as $A_i$, where $A_i = \text{WriteBytes}_i/\text{StripeCount}_i$. Therefore, every edge from a request contains the bytes to be written on one OST. Each OSS is connected to its associated set of OSTs. The capacity of the edge from an OSS $OSS_i$ to its OSTs is given as $B_i$, where $B_i = (\alpha + \beta)/(\alpha(\text{CPU}\%_i) + \beta(\text{Memory}\%_i))$. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the weights associated with CPU and memory utilization, respectively. We assign both values as 0.5, thus giving equal weights to both (the weights can be modified to accommodate applications where one or the other resource has higher constraints). We assign the capacity of the edge to be an inverse of the load associated with an OSS. This is because, in a maximum flow problem, the lower the load on an OSS, the higher should be the flow. Finally all OSTs are connected to the sink ($S_2$), which is responsible for maintaining a load balanced setup. The capacity of the edge from $OST_{ij}$ ($OST_i$ of $OSS_j$) is shown as $C_{ij}$, where $C_{ij} = KB_{\text{available}}_i - \text{RequestedWriteBytes}$. For the initial state of the graph, the requested write bytes are zero. Therefore, if an OST is selected for a particular request, the capacity of the edge between that OST and sink node ($S_2$) is updated to the difference between the capacity available on that OST and the requested bytes to be written.

Finally, we use the Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm [29] to solve the dynamic maximum flow problem. Residual graph in the flow network indicates additional possible flow in the network. Augmenting paths are found in the residual graph, which adds to the flow in the graph. We use priority first search to find augmenting paths. Requests are assigned priorities because the actual application requests should have higher priority at finding correct OSTs than the predicted (error-bound) requests. The augmenting path that is responsible for giving the maximum flow is selected first and the request is mapped onto the OST on that path. The next maximum path is then selected and this continues until all the requests have been assigned to the OSTs. This completes the current allocation round, while ensuring even load distribution across the OSTs.
Chapter 6

Evaluation

We evaluate the efficacy of our approach using a Lustre simulator. In the following, we first describe our simulator and experimentation methodology, then compare our DMFA load balancing with the default Lustre OST allocation approach.

6.1 Methodology

6.1.1 Lustre Deployment Simulator

![Lustre simulator architecture](image)

Figure 6.1: Lustre simulator architecture.
Sun Microsystems, Inc, developed a simulator for Lustre in 2009 [6]. A lot of changes has gone into Lustre since then and this has thus made it necessary for us to build a custom simulator for our work.

We have developed a discrete-time simulator as shown in Figure 6.1 to test our approach at scale. The simulator has four key components closely mirroring those of Lustre’s, namely OST, OSS, MDT, and MDS, which implement the various Lustre operations and enable us to collect data about the system behavior. The MDS is also equipped with multiple strategies for OST selection, such as round-robin, random, and DMFA. We have implemented a wrapper component that enables communication between our various simulator components. The wrapper is responsible for processing the input, managing the MDS, OST, and OSS communication and data exchange, and driving the simulation. The application traces collected from client side are modeled as clients in the simulator. Section 6.1.2 provides the application details.

In our simulations, all OSTs are assigned the same bandwidth at the start. The simulator also takes into account the number of applications using a particular OST at a given time-stamp and calculates the read and write bandwidth accordingly. We assume that OSTs have equal read and write bandwidth. The parameters, number of OSSes, number of OSTs under each OSS, and the ratio of read and write bandwidth can be provided as inputs to the simulator.

### 6.1.2 Workloads

To drive our simulations, we collect application traces at the client side. These application traces contain two kinds of entries: (a) write entries, which have the time-stamp, the number of bytes to be written, and the number of OSTs to be selected (i.e. the stripe count); and (b) read entry, which has the time-stamp, number of bytes to be read and the OST ID from which the bytes have to be read.

To model the behavior of a real Lustre deployment, we run and capture a trace of 3 simultaneously running applications on a local Lustre deployment. Two of the applications used are: the HACC I/O benchmark [40] [55] that measures the I/O performance of the system for the simulation of Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC), and the IOR benchmark [41] that is used for
testing the performance of parallel file systems. The third application trace is generated from a Gaussian distribution having the mean write bytes and read bytes as 2048 and 1024 bytes respectively, and a variance of 4096 write bytes and 2048 read bytes. For our tests, we simulate the behavior of one MDS, eight OSSs with four OSTs per OSS, for a total of 32 OSTs.

6.2 Comparison of Load Balancing Approaches

We compare our DMFA based OST load balancing with the standard Lustre round-robin approach, as well as two additional load balancing approaches: (a) random allocation where OSTs are selected at random; and (b) a heuristic based model. Our heuristic based model sorts all the OSTs based on the ratio of current bytes to store to available space and then picks the OST with the least ratio. The goal is to allocate an incoming request to the least loaded OST.

![Figure 6.2: Mean bandwidth of all OSTs over time under Random.](image)
Figure 6.2 shows the mean bandwidth of all OSTs per hour over a period of 24 hours for random OST allocation. We studied random allocation to make the case for a more informed allocation, and also to quantify the impact of choosing a wrong allocation approach. For every hour, the figure shows the mean bandwidth of all OSTs as a box plot. The observed huge variations in the mean bandwidth shows that random allocation performs worse than even Lustre’s default round-robin approach (Figure 6.3).
Our objective is to load balance OSTs such that every OST is at an almost similar state (in terms
of number of bytes available, and load) under various file allocations. For this purpose, we also studied the heuristic based model to determine its effectiveness in achieving better load balancing. Figure 6.4 shows the normalized capacity of all OSTs per hour for 24 hours using the heuristic model. Since capacity of OSTs continuously decreases over time, we use normalized capacity where for every hour, the capacities of all OSTs are divided by the median capacity. The box-plot shows that the heuristic model does not perform well because the inter-quartile ranges (IQR) for some of the hours are much greater than the IQRs in case of default round-robin allocation (Figure 6.5). Also, the increasing number of outliers shows that the heuristic based model is not suitable for a load-balanced allocation of OSTs.

In the next set of experiments, we compare our DMFA approach with Lustre’s default round-robin OST allocation. First, we study the load of OSTs under the two approaches. Figure 6.6 shows the box-plot for normalized capacity vs. time for 23 hours under our approach. When comparing this with the round robin approach (Figure 6.5), we see that the inter-quartile ranges for DMFA are less wider than those for round-robin allocation. This shows that at any given time, DMFA is better able to balance load across OSTs.
Next, we test the mean bandwidth of all OSTs over time to determine whether the DMFA based load balancing of OSTs performs better than round-robin allocation of OSTs (Figure 6.3). Figure 6.7 shows a box-plot of the mean bandwidth using maximum flow algorithm for allocation. We see that the median for mean bandwidth of all OSTs across time is consistent over time in the case of DMFA approach. This is in contrast to the round robin approach, where the medians vary for every hour. This shows that our algorithm supports better and more consistent OST bandwidth than the default allocation in Lustre.
Moreover, the better and more consistent bandwidth of OSTs in case of DMFA directly results in a
more uniform write load for OSTs over time as shown in Figure 6.8, compared to the round-robin approach as seen in Figure 6.9.

### 6.3 Scalability Study

![Performance with increasing number of OSTs](image)

Figure 6.10: Performance with increasing number of OSTs: 160 OSTs (20 OSS), 480 OSTs (60 OSS), 800 OSTs (100 OSS), 1024 OSTs (128 OSS) and 3600 OSTs (450 OSS).
In our next experiment, we test how our approach will work with higher number of storage targets. For this purpose, we use a setup with an increasing number of OSTs from 160 to 3600. Figure 6.10 shows the overall mean I/O bandwidth for Lustre’s default round-robin approach as well as our dynamic maximum flow algorithm. As the number of OSTs increases, the mean bandwidth also increases for both the algorithms. Our algorithm provides better performance than round-robin solution even for higher number of OSTs. As seen from the figure, DMFA allocation is able to achieve up to 54.5% (under 800 OSTs) performance improvement compared to the default round-robin approach.

The overall execution time for load balancing using both round-robin approach as well as our algorithm (Markov model along with DMFA) is shown in Figure 6.11. Round-robin takes less time than our approach to allocate OSTs to incoming requests, but the difference between the two execution time keeps on decreasing as we increase the number of OSTs. Even for fewer number
of OSTs, the gain in the overall performance as shown in Figure 6.10 is much higher than the gain in execution time.

These experiments show that DMFA provides better load balanced allocation of OSTs with improved performance compared to Lustre’s default round-robin allocation. Also, the performance of our algorithm does not degrade even with very large number of OSTs. Moreover, with higher number of OSTs, the execution time for our approach to allocate OSTs to requests is similar to that of Lustre’s default round-robin approach. This is seen in Figure 6.10, where even for higher number of OSTs, DMFA performs better than the standard approach.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

We have presented a load balancing approach for extreme-scale distributed storage systems, such as Lustre, where we enable the system to have a global view of the hierarchical structure and thus make more informed and load-balanced resource allocation decisions.

We have approached the solution by building sub-components of the algorithm. The first necessary sub-component that was designed was the Distributed Data Monitoring Tool. This tool was responsible for collecting all the important metrics from the hierarchical file system and bringing it up to the MDS.

We then predicted the applications’ behavior by employing a Markov Chain Model. This model was run at MDS and the model was constantly updated based on the MSE that was observed.

We made use of both these components in order to build a distributed dynamic load balancing model. This model was evaluated on a custom-built simulator against the Round-Robin model. Our algorithm performed better than the extant solution and was able to even out the load both on the OSTs and the OSSs.
7.2 Future Work

1. Distributed Data Monitoring Tool has been implemented in two approaches: Socket Programming based approach and Message Broker based approach. The strengths and weaknesses of each of these approaches has been discussed in detail in the thesis. However, one aspect that still needs to be looked into is the collection of redundant metrics. The tool has been designed to probe the Lustre Components at frequent intervals as defined in the configuration file. There is no mechanism to check if the data that is being collected is the same as that which was collected earlier. In some cases, the storage overhead can be as high as 80%. [13].

2. We can optimize on the exchange of data between the publishers and subscribers by making use of Protocol buffers[57]. This way we can serialize the data and make transfers efficiently. Protocol buffers are compact and fast and can thus enable in faster and more efficient transfer of the collected metrics.

3. Our approach of bringing up all the metrics to the MDS and performing various computations related to prediction of applications’ behavior and load balancing algorithm at MDS may prove to be a bottleneck in the future. A distributed approach can be considered.

Below are some areas that could be explored:

- Can we run machine learning algorithm in a distributed fashion across lightly loaded OSSs?

- Can we change the routing algorithm at the LNET layer in order to redirect I/O to different routes based on the current traffic conditions on the inter-connects? The idea here is that initially the client is given a list of OSTs by the MDS. The client tries to write to that particular OST. At the time of object creation, LNET notices that the path to the OST through the OSS is congested and routes the packets to a different OST. Once the file is created on a particular OST, MDS is automatically updated by the OSS. This way all we have to do is to just modify the LNET layer and the remaining layers would continue working like before.
Can we have a random offset generator for different applications such that the load gets uniformly distributed on different OSTs? This generator needs to monitor only the current usage of the file system and it should be able to make a decision as to which OST offset can be returned to an application in order to even out the load across all OSTs.

4. Although alternatives to Markov Chain were considered in our study. There are still many more approaches that we could experiment with in order to make accurate predictions. We can consider the time-series based neural network approach [15]. We can vary the number of layers and try different activation functions and conduct a detailed study of prediction, based on this approach.

5. ARIMA model [63] was evaluated in our study. This model takes too much computation time and is unable to predict accurately. This is because, this model does not work well with the intermittent series that we are presented with. In order to overcome this we can employ EM algorithm in conjunction with Kalman filter and smooth out the distribution [52]. We could also explore the on-line versions of the time series prediction algorithms that make use of kernel based approaches. We are presented with a large number of inter-dependent metrics and the relationship between each of these metrics is not known. Thus, a kernel-based normalized LMS algorithm may prove to be useful [49].
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